
Stakeholder Activity 

Stakeholder Group: State Wildlife Managers and Science 

 

For the stakeholder meeting, your group will represent State Wildlife Managers and 

Science.  To make things a little easier, you’ll represent only one of the state wildlife 

agencies in the Northern Rocky Mountain region.  You will represent Montana Fish Wildlife 

and Parks.  

 

Your job during the stakeholder meeting is to put yourself in the Wildlife Manager’s boots 

and think about wolf conservation from their point of view.  Of all the stakeholders, the 

Wildlife Manager’s position can be considered the most complex because it is your job to 

consider the values of all the other stakeholders.  We’ve put together some materials for 

you, which you will find in your Wildlife Manager Stakeholder Folder available for free 

download on the Bear Trust website (http://beartrust.org/gray-wolves-in-the-northern-

rockies).    

 

During the stakeholder meeting, there will be three goals:  

1) Understand the different perspectives of each stakeholder 

2) Determine “common ground” among stakeholders 

3) Work together to identify issues and possible solutions, and provide 

input on how we can collaboratively move forward to ensure all 

stakeholder perspectives/goals are considered in our wolf conservation 

efforts 

 

To help with Goal # 1, each of the 6 stakeholder groups will give a 5-10 minute 

presentation about its stakeholder group at the beginning of the stakeholder meeting.  You 

can use powerpoint, prezi, or some other presentation format for your presentation.   Feel 

free to use photos provided at the end of these instructions in your presentation.   



 

For your group presentation, we’ve provided material that you should include in your 

presentation: 

 

A.  Begin your presentation with the following text: 

“We represent Montana Fish Wildlife and Parks, the state wildlife agency responsible for wolf 

management throughout the state of Montana.  We manage wild wolves for the benefit of our 

Montana citizens.  Wolf management, just like management of deer, elk, bears, lions and all 

wildlife species, balances recreational opportunity with species viability and public wishes.  To 

achieve balance, we sometimes reduce populations of some wild species.  There are also times 

and places where we try to increase populations of some wild species. There is no single recipe 

for wolf conservation that can be applied in all ecological and social contexts.  We work on 

diverse solutions at local levels, solutions can differ depending on the humans and wolves that 

live in a particular area.  We work hard to consider the many different stakeholder values”.   

B.  In your presentation, include Figure 1 and Figure 2 from your Individual Activity.  Make 

sure that your class understands what the term “Minimum Year-End Population” means.  

Using Figures 1 and 2, remind the class that wolves met delisting criteria in 2004 and that 

wolves were delisted in Montana in 2011.  After delisting, the state of Montana was 

required by federal law to maintain at least 150 wolves and 15 breeding packs, otherwise 

wolves could be relisted again.  If wolves are relisted, then wolf management would be 

transferred to the federal US Fish and Wildlife Service.   

Make sure your class understands that the state of Montana has maintained well above 

150 wolves and 15 breeding packs since 2011 (Figures 1 and 2 show this undeniably).  

Furthermore, Montana Fish Wildlife and Parks has a self-imposed statewide goal to 

maintain between 450-600 wolves in Montana.  This goal has successfully been met since 

wolves were delisted in 2011.   

C.  In your presentation, show the video “Wolves in MT”.  You can find the video “Wolves in 

MT” on the Bear Trust website: http://beartrust.org/gray-wolves-in-the-northern-rockies .   

 

D.  Read the ARTICLE:  “Weighing in on Wolves”  

What does this article state about Montana Fish Wildlife and Parks’ role in wolf 

conservation?  Include this information in your presentation. 

E.  In your presentation, define the “Public Trust Doctrine”.   

What role does science play in wolf conservation? Include this in your presentation. 

http://beartrust.org/gray-wolves-in-the-northern-rockies


F.  ARTICLE: “North American Wildlife Conservation Model” 

Read this article.  Briefly describe the North American Wildlife Conservation Model in 

your presentation. 

G.  In your presentation, make sure your classmates know that wolf hunting and trapping 

are part of wolf conservation and management throughout the state of Montana.   

 

Show the video “Wolf Hunting Season” in your presentation, which provides a brief 

summary of the importance of wolf hunting and trapping.  You can find the video “Wolf 

Hunting Season” on the Bear Trust website: http://beartrust.org/gray-wolves-in-the-northern-
rockies .   

 

Show Figure 5 from “Student Pages: Questions about Excel Data” and talk about the 

importance of maintaining balance in the ecosystem.  If we didn’t use wolf hunting and 

trapping in 2013, the minimum estimate would have been above 900 wolves, which is far 

above the Montana statewide goal of maintaining 450-600 wolves.  Hunting and trapping 

are conservation tools that provide a way for the public to participate in wolf management.  

Remember, it’s a balancing act.  If we have too many wolves on the landscape especially in 

rural areas, then the ability of ranchers to make a living can be threatened and in some 

places elk and deer populations might be affected.  If we have too few wolves on the 

landscape, then goals of wolf watchers, wilderness advocates, and other stakeholders will 

not be met, AND if the number of wolves falls below 150, then wolf management returns 

to the US Fish and Wildlife Service.     

 

H.  Below is a list of Montana Fish Wildlife and Parks Wolf Management Objectives.  

Include this list in your presentation. 

1. Maintain a viable and connected wolf population in Montana 

2. Gain and maintain authority for State of Montana to manage wolves (this 

means we want to keep the wolf OFF the Endangered Species list) 

3.  Maintain positive and effective working relationships with livestock 

producers, hunters and other stakeholders 

4a. Reduce wolf impacts on livestock 

4b. Reduce wolf impacts on big game populations 

4c. Maintain sustainable hunter opportunity for wolves  

4d. Maintain sustainable hunter opportunity for ungulates  

http://beartrust.org/gray-wolves-in-the-northern-rockies
http://beartrust.org/gray-wolves-in-the-northern-rockies


5.  Increase broad public acceptance of sustainable harvest and hunter 

opportunity as part of wolf conservation 

6.  Enhance open and effective communication to better inform decisions 

7. Learn and improve as we go 

 

I.  The “Hunter Stakeholder” will present their perspective and they will tell the class 

that they are concerned about wolves killing too many elk.  Read the following ARTICLES 

to learn more about this topic: 

 
 ARTICLE:   “Bitterroot Elk Study Progress Report_Spring 2013” 

   

  The Bitterroot Research Project was started to scientifically evaluate what  

  was causing a decline in the elk population in the Bitterroot area in Montana.  

  Instead of just assuming that wolves were the major cause of elk decline,  

  Montana Fish Wildlife and Parks and the Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation  

  wanted to do scientific research to figure out the answer.  What did they  

  find?   

   

  Do you see the pie charts on Page 2 of “Bitterroot Elk Study Progress  

  Report_Spring 2013”?  We copied these pie charts and provide them to you  

  so you can use them during your presentation.  You can find these pie charts  

  in the Photo Section of the document you are reading (look at the end of  

  this document). We renamed these pie charts as “Figure X” and “Figure Y” so 

  we could easily refer a little bit later.  

 

 ARTICLE:  “Where are all the elk?” 

 

  In your presentation, include information about the reasons for changes in  

  elk behavior.  What is the primary driver behind elk movement patterns?  

 

 ARTICLE:  “Finding a Way In”   
   

  How did Montana Fish Wildlife and Parks collaborate with Rocky Mountain  

  Elk Foundation and how did this affect elk hunters? 

 

  

 

 



 In your presentation, include the following text:   

 “We know that wolves kill ungulates like elk and deer.  It is true that in some places in 

 Montana where wolves live, the elk herd has decreased.  It is also true that in some 

 places in Montana where wolves live, the elk herd has not decreased.  Figure 6 

 demonstrates this clearly. (Embed Figure 6 from “Student Pages: Questions about Excel 

 Data” into your presentation).  

 Another thing to consider:  in areas where elk numbers are declining, can we 

 attribute all elk mortality to wolves?  No.  Following reports on wolf predation 

 on the southern Bitterroot Valley’s elk herd, we launched a large-scale 

 investigation in 2011.  Researchers found that mountain lions were more 

 responsible for elk population declines in the study site than wolves were”.    

 

 (NOTE:  this information comes from the: “Bitterroot Elk Study Progress 

 Report_Spring 2013” you read). 

 

 During your presentation, to support the above statement, show Figures X and Y 

 (which are located in the Photo Section at the end of this document). 

 Also, present Figure Z (also found in the Photo section at the end of this 

 document).  Figure Z shows that the number of elk harvested throughout the state 

 of MT has  OVERALL increased since 1971.  

 

J.  The “Wolf Watching Ecotourism Stakeholder” will present their perspective and they 

will tell the class that they want to protect Yellowstone wolves that occasionally leave the 

Yellowstone Park Boundary.  Specifically, they would like to ban wolf hunting along the 

border of Yellowstone National Park. 

 

Remind the class that most Wolf Watching Ecotourism focuses on INDIVIDUAL wolves.  

As the state wildlife agency responsible for the management of wolves throughout the 

entire state of Montana, it is our job to manage wolves at the POPULATION level.  From a 

POPULATION perspective, the loss of a few wolves near the border of Yellowstone 

National Park does not affect the size of the POPUALTION of wolves in Montana.   

 

It’s important to remember that wolves living inside Yellowstone are protected because 

they live inside a National Park, which is federally managed for the purpose of 

preservation = no use.  Wolves that live outside Yellowstone in the state of Montana are 

not protected from hunting because these wolves are managed by the state of Montana 

for the purpose of conservation = wise use.  The Montana legislature passed a law a few 

years ago that specifically states Montana cannot establish buffers around national parks.  



Why?  There has to be an administrative boundary somewhere and that administrative 

boundary is the national park boundary.   

 

The state of Montana manages wolves throughout the state FOR all people in Montana.  As 

a wildlife agency that uses science as the basis for management decisions, Montana Fish 

Wildlife and Parks doesn’t make management decisions based on individual wolves. They 

make management decisions based on the wolf population.   

 

PHOTO SECTION 

Feel free to use these photos in your presentation 

 

Figure X:  Graph from Montana Fish Wildlife and Parks, showing causes of 

mortality for elk calves May 29, 2012-May 1, 2013, in the West Fork area of the 

study.  This graph comes from the ARTICLE called, “Bitterroot Elk Study Progress 

Report_Spring 2013”. 

INCLUDE THIS FIGURE X in your presentation, as instructed above 
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Figure Y:  Graph from Montana Fish Wildlife and Parks, showing causes of 

mortality for elk calves May 29, 2012-May 1, 2013, in the East Fork area of the 

study.  This graph comes from the ARTICLE called, “Bitterroot Elk Study Progress 

Report_Spring 2013”. 

INCLUDE THIS FIGURE Y in your presentation, as instructed above 
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Figure Z:  Graph from Montana Fish Wildlife and Parks elk biologist, showing that the 

number of elk harvested throughout the state of Montana has OVERALL increased since 

1971.   

 

INCLUDE THIS FIGURE Z in your presentation, as instructed above 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

This is a photo of a working livestock dog, which is one non-lethal technique that Montana 

Fish Wildlife and Parks promotes to help reduce livestock-wolf conflict.  Notice the spikes 

on the dog’s collar. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photo:  Jeremy Roberts 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This is a photo showing another non-lethal technique for reducing wolf-livestock predation 

that Montana Fish Wildlife and Parks promotes.  The technique is called “Fladry”.   

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Research wolf collared by Montana Fish Wildlife and Parks 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Another collared research wolf in Montana, collared by Montana Fish Wildlife and Parks. 
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Bitterroot Elk Project Progress Report  

Spring 2013 
 

Montana Fish, Wildlife and Parks and the University of 

Montana are now completing the second year of a three-

year project investigating the influence of predation, 

habitat, and nutrition on elk population dynamics in the 

southern Bitterroot Valley.  As we approach the end of the 

second year of intensive elk survival monitoring, we 

continue to see that lion predation is the dominant cause 

of elk mortality, and find mortality causes from year two 

were similar to those observed in year one.  Heading into 

the summer, we will work to capture and radio tag the 

third and final cohort of neonatal elk, and monitor cause-

specific mortality throughout the following year.  This 

summer we also plan to complete the mountain lion 

population estimate, and the second and final year of 

vegetation monitoring.  

 

Adult Elk Movements and Survival – Year 2  

During the winter of 2011-2012, we captured and collared forty adult female elk.  GPS collars recorded locations 

every thirty minutes and the collars dropped off in January 2013.  Three animals died of capture related injuries.  

Over the monitoring period, two additional individuals died out of the remaining 37 collared adult elk.   One 

West Fork elk was killed by wolves and one East Fork elk was killed by a lion.   

 

Two of the animals captured in French Basin migrated over the continental divide to the Big Hole in late April 

and early May.  These cows spent the majority of the summer along the main stem and North Fork of Big Hole 

River, moving up towards the continental divide in the fall, and finally migrating back to the East Fork and French 

Basin in late November and early December.  Collared animals moved between hunting districts 250 and 270 

(crossing Highway 93) both south of Sula and around Rye Creek, but the location data show almost no 

movement between hunting districts 250 and 270 between Conner and Sula.  Several of the animals captured on 

the CB Ranch, north of Rye Creek, summered further east on public lands than observed during the first year.  

Most of the seasonal movement in the West Fork was from the lower reaches of various drainages to higher 

elevation summer ranges.  One animal crossed briefly into Idaho near the head of the West Fork, and spent part 

of the late summer in and around the periphery of the 2011 Mustang Fire.  Another crossed over the Bitterroot 

crest at nearly 8000 feet, spending much of July and August in alpine cirques along the crest, most of which 

were at or above 7000 feet. 
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Causes of mortality for elk calves May 29, 2012 – May 1, 2013.  

The late-winter percent body fat and pregnancy status 

of 83 adult female elk during 2011-2013. 

During the winter of 2012-2013, we captured and collared 41 elk.  Two of these elk have died.  One West Fork 

elk was killed by a mountain lion in March and another West Fork elk was killed by an unknown predator during 

April.  The remaining elk will be monitored until their collars drop off in January 2014. 

 

Elk Pregnancy Rates and Body Condition  

Over the three years of this study, a total of 127 elk 

were tested for pregnancy.   Pregnancy tests are 

conducted in a laboratory by measuring the level of 

pregnancy-specific protein B in blood serum.  

Pregnancy rates averaged 92% in the East Fork (n = 

61), 83% in the Highway 93 portion of hunting district 

250 (n = 12), and 72% in the West Fork (n = 54).  

During 2011-2012 and 2012-2013, a sample of elk 

were tested for pregnancy in late November and a 

sample were tested in mid-February.  Pregnancy rates 

were similar in both the November and February 

samples, and we found no evidence for declining 

pregnancy rates and pregnancy losses over the course 

of winter. 

 

Pregnancy rates varied annually and were related to body condition.  We conducted a body condition 

assessment on each animal to estimate the level of ingesta-free body fat.  The level of body fat is an indicator of 

nutritional condition, and reflects the nutritional quality of elk habitat.   Body condition varied annually, and 

among herds.  In both the East Fork and West Fork, body condition was lowest in February 2011 and highest in 

February 2013.  In all years, body condition was lower in the West Fork than in the East Fork.  The difference in 

condition between West Fork and East Fork animals was most pronounced during February 2011, when the 

winter was severe and all animals were in relatively poor body condition. 

 

Elk Calf Survival - Year 2 

In late May and early June 2012, the 

second cohort of 76 neonatal elk were 

captured and marked with radio ear 

tags.  The VHF ear tags emit a 

mortality signal if stationary for more 

than four hours.  Calves have been 

monitored several times a week using 

aerial and ground telemetry.  When a 

mortality signal was detected, we 

located the tag and conducted a thorough 

investigation of the site as well as a 

comprehensive onsite necropsy.   
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Above: The Kaplan-Meier survival estimates for calves in 

the 2011 and 2012 cohort.  Calendar Day 0 represents the 

day the first calf was captured in each year.  The risk from 

all causes of mortality combined for elk calves was 

significantly lower in 2012 than in 2011.  The risk was 

significantly greater for male elk calves than for females, 

and this difference did not depend on the year. 

During the summer and early fall of 2012, 18 calves 

survived, 30 calves died and 28 ear tags failed.  The 

primary cause of mortality was lion predation 

(n=10).  Other sources of summer-fall mortality 

included bear predation (n =5), wolf predation 

(n=2), natural causes (n=2), unknown predator 

(n=7), and unknown cause (n=4).  In late-

November, we captured and radio ear-tagged an 

additional 29 elk, bringing the total number of 

calves being monitored during the winter of 2012-

2013 to 47.   

Overwinter in 2012-13, 29 calves survived, 7 calves 

died, and 11 ear tags failed.  Causes of overwinter 

mortality included lion predation (n=2), natural 

causes (n=2), unknown predator (n=2), and 

unknown cause (n=1). 

  

This spring, we plan to capture up to 80 neonatal 

elk calves during late May and early June, and 

monitor this cohort of calves through May 2014.  A new University of Montana Master’s student, Dan Eacker, 

will lead the summer field efforts.  This will be the third and final year of the calf survival study. 

 

Mountain Lion Population Research 

During the winter of 2012-2013, we initiated a project to estimate mountain lion density using DNA-based mark-

recapture methodology.   The purpose of the project is to estimate mountain lion density in the study area.  The 

estimated lion density and observed lion-caused elk mortality rate will be used in our elk population modeling 

efforts to quantify the effects of lion predation on elk population dynamics, and to develop predictions as to elk 

population dynamics given lower or higher lion 

densities.  Winter field teams worked with 

houndsmen to tree mountain lions and collect DNA 

samples using biopsy darting.  The overall search 

effort totaled 705 hours, and 6,020 miles were 

covered.  A total of 52 biopsy, 14 hair, 18 scat, 22 

harvest, and 3 management action samples were 

collected from within hunting districts 250 and 270.  

DNA analysis to identify lion sex and probability of 

identity is currently underway.  To date, 54 unique 

lions have been identified in the study area.   

Additional DNA results are pending.  
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Wolf Diet Analysis 

During the summer of 2012, we collected 133 wolf scats from within the 

study area to investigate prey composition in Bitterroot wolf diet.  Scat 

analysis is the most widely used method to determine diets of carnivores 

and this approach is inexpensive, relatively quick, and large sample sizes 

can be collected.  Collection occurred primarily at rendezvous sites in the 

East Fork and West Fork, and opportunistically throughout the study 

area.  Using a microscope to view hair morphology and cuticle scale 

patterns, the species and age class of prey in the diet can be identified.  

In the East Fork, adult elk comprised 61%, juvenile elk 20%, adult deer 

7%, adult moose 6%, juvenile deer 5%, juvenile moose 1%, and small 

mammals 2% of wolf ingested biomass during summer.  In the West Fork, 

adult elk comprised 39%, juvenile elk 33%, juvenile deer 11%, adult 

moose 8.5%, and adult deer 6% of the ingested biomass during summer.  

 

With elk being the primary prey item for wolves during summer in the East Fork and West Fork, why does the 

cause-specific elk mortality data show such low wolf-specific mortality?  Cause-specific mortality and diet 

studies of predator-prey systems yield different, yet complementary information about wolf-prey systems.  Wolf 

diet results and simple predator-prey models show that it is completely possible that elk are the key prey 

species for wolves, and yet, because of the relatively low wolf density (relative to elk density and mountain lion 

density), wolves may comprise a relatively small proportion of the cause-specific mortality of marked elk.  

Understanding relative densities of predator and prey is crucial in relating cause-specific mortality and diet 

analysis.  Simply put, wolves are eating elk, but the odds of a marked elk being killed by wolves are low.   Our 

ongoing lion density estimation will complement this understanding by allowing us to compare relative wolf and 

lion densities.  

  

Elk Habitat and Vegetation Monitoring 

As part of the Bitterroot elk project, we are assessing forage availability for elk across the study area on private, 

state, and federal lands.  This component of our project is funded primarily by the USFS Region 1, MTFWP, the 

University of Montana, and NASA.  This work has three main components: 1) assessing elk diet during summer 

and winter by collecting elk pellet samples, 2) assessing elk forage biomass availability across different landcover 

types during the peak of the growing season in July/August, and 3) assessing forage plant phenology during the 

growing season from April to October.   

For all three research components, the bulk of the previous summer’s samples are analyzed over the winter in 

collaboration with the Washington State University Wildlife Habitat Nutrition Lab (WSU-WHNL).  Summer 2012 

elk diet analyses using fecal plant fragment analysis are almost complete. With this information we will be able 

to answer questions about differences in diet between the East Fork and West Fork during summer, as well as 

guide our forage plant collections for forage quality analyses in the field this summer 2013.  In addition, during 

winter (Jan – Mar) 2013, we collected elk pellet samples from winter ranges in the East Fork and West Fork to be 

able to understand winter elk diet and potential differences across the study area.   Furthermore, plant sample 
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analysis for forage quality (i.e., % digestibility of 

plant matter) is also currently underway at WSU-

WHNL for hundreds of plant samples collected from 

May – October 2012 from focal plant species 

preferred by elk.  

Finally, during summer 2012, we collected almost 

100 vegetation samples during the peak of the 

growing season in July and August throughout the 

summer range of the Bitterroot elk population.  

These data have been entered and examined over 

the winter, and we are currently re-assessing our 

sampling plan for 2013 based on preliminary 

information from 2012.  Given the high variation in 

post-fire vegetation communities from an elk forage 

perspective, we expect to focus more on sampling 

within burned vegetation communities during 

summer 2013.  Additionally, we will be focusing some 

sampling this summer in the new burns from 2012 to understand responses of elk forage immediately post-fire.  

Our plan for summer 2013 is to repeat forage phenology and biomass sampling, with the goal of having 2 

vegetation teams collecting forage biomass data during July and August.  During Fall 2013 and into 2014, all 

laboratory analyses will be completed, and we will develop a seasonally dynamic spatial landscape model of elk 

forage biomass and quality to link to our estimates of elk nutritional condition and our overall project objective 

of understanding how elk forage affects population dynamics in the Bitterroot. 
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To learn more, please visit our website: 

http://fwp.mt.gov/fishAndWildlife/management/elk/bitterroot/default.html 

USFS biologists Eric Tomasik and Andrea Shortsleeve 
collecting vegetation data in July in a burn in the 
East fork of the Bitterroot with project vegetation 
technicians. 



Figure 10:  Total Elk Harvested Throughout the State of Montana, Years 1971-2012.

*Note:  Data for years 1996-1998 were not reliable and, therefore, are not included in this graph.



Bitterroot Elk Study

Source:  Montana Fish, Wildlife and Parks and University of Montana

Figure X.  Causes of mortality for elk calves May 29, 2012-May 1, 2013, in the West Fork area of the 

study:
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Figure Y.  Causes of mortality for elk calves May 29, 2012-May 1, 2013, in the East Fork area of the study:
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by James L. Cummins

The North 
American Wildlife 
Conservation Model    

Mallards are one species of 
waterfowl protected by the 
Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
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Are you a hunter or 
angler? Or do you 
prefer to simply 

observe wildlife in their natural 
environment? Whichever 
activity you prefer in terms of 
wildlife, you have hunters and 
anglers to thank.  
 The crusade to manage and 
conserve fish and wildlife began 
in the mid-1800s when hunters 
and anglers realized the need 
to set limits in order to protect 
disappearing species. This 
cause led to the one-of-a-kind, 
time-tested conservation 
program known as the North 
American Wildlife Conservation 
Model in which hunters and 
anglers were among the first 
to call for the conservation of 
fish and wildlife. Even today, 
hunters and anglers are some 
of the foremost leaders in 
conservation efforts.
 There are two basic 
principles relative to this model: 
1) that our fish and wildlife 
belong to all North American 
citizens, and 2) that these resources are to be managed so that 
populations will be sustained indefinitely. These principles are 
explained and expounded upon through a set of guidelines 
known as the “Seven Sisters for Conservation.” These 
seven features are what gives this conservation program its 
distinction and are vital to conservation, so let’s take a closer 
look at these precepts.

Sister #1: Public Trust. 
 This states that in North America, natural resources on 
public lands are managed by government agencies to ensure 
that we always have fish and wildlife as well as wild habitats 
and places to enjoy. Simply put, this means that individuals in 
the United States and Canada do not individually own fish and 
wildlife, but rather they entrust the responsibility of managing 
fish and wildlife, and their habitats, to their governments. This 
concept of public trust affords all citizens the opportunity to 
view, hunt and fish these natural resources.

Sister #2: Prohibition on Commerce of Dead Wildlife. 
 In the late 1800s, the selling of meat, hides, feathers and 
other parts of wild animals was a growing business. This led 
to excessive hunting which severely depleted some species 
and drove others to near extinction. Many of these threatened 
species rebounded and began to thrive again once stronger 
laws were written to restrict these practices. Therefore, the 
logic behind these laws stated that because we all share in 
ownership of the wildlife, it is illegal to sell the meat of any 
wild animal. However, the hides, antlers, teeth, fur and horns 
of some game animals may be sold.

Sister #3: The Democratic Rule of Law. 
 This means that you and every other citizen of the United 
States and Canada have the right to help create conservation 
and management laws. Managing government agencies 
provide citizens with opportunities to attend public forums 
to gather ideas about wildlife and their habitat. Citizens are 
also given the opportunity to vote on ballot measures that 
impact fish and wildlife. Although conservationists want to 
protect, restore and enhance wildlife, they also want to be 
able to enjoy fishing and hunting. This is where our laws come 
in to regulate these activities. Federal, state and provincial 
conservation officers and game wardens are responsible for 
checking hunting and fishing licenses and tags among other 
things to ensure that people are adhering to the laws and 
regulations that are in place.

Sister #4: Hunting and Fishing Opportunities for All. 
 This upholds that regardless of your race, creed, social 
status, religion or gender, you have the right to legally hunt 
and fish on most public lands in North America. As mentioned 
before, hunters and anglers led the crusade for wildlife 
conservation. Before Theodore Roosevelt became president, 
he helped found the Boone and Crockett Club as I covered in 
one of the features in the last edition of Wildlife Mississippi. 
The Club’s Fair Chase Statement was the first document 
outlining a code of conduct as well as ethics for hunters and 
anglers. This statement became a cornerstone for our gaming 
laws and reinforces the idea that hunting should be open to 
anyone wishing to participate.
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Sister #5: Non-Frivolous Use. 
 This simply means that there are laws in place that restrict 
us from casually killing fish and wildlife. In North America, 
we can legally kill certain wild animals for food and fur, self-
defense and property protection, but we cannot kill solely for 
feathers, horns or antlers or even to use only a small portion of 
the meat. These laws ensure that we show respect for wildlife 
and their habitats.

Sister #6: Wildlife and Fish as International Resources. 
 This recognizes that fish and wildlife are allowed to 
migrate freely across boundaries between states, provinces 
and countries and that we are all responsible for their 
protection. The Migratory Bird Treaty Act of 1918 is an 
example of this concept. This act demonstrates a cooperation 
between countries to protect wildlife making it illegal to 
capture or kill migratory birds, except as allowed by specific 
hunting regulations. Treaties now exist between the United 
States, Canada, Mexico and Russia to protect birds migrating 
between these countries.

Sister #7: Scientific Management. 
 This takes into account the supportive aspect of scientific 
management. This holds to the belief that applying scientific 
research is essential to managing and sustaining North 
American wildlife and habitats. For example, researchers have 
put radio collars on different species to learn more about their 
needs, habits and reactions to different components within 
their environments. This has been invaluable in making sure 
that our wildlife remains abundant.

 So, you see, regardless of how you feel about hunting 
or fishing, it is the glue that holds together this unique, 
world-renowned North American Wildlife Conservation 
Model. And it is a large reason why we in North America 
have bountiful fish and wildlife resources that we and future 
generations can enjoy.

James L. Cummins is executive director of Wildlife 
Mississippi

Congressman Bennie Thompson enjoys most forms of hunting. He has 
been a leader in the U.S. House of Representatives to foster legislation 
for the conservation of fish, wildlife and forest resources.
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WEIGHING
WOLVESIN ON 

RIVING THROUGH THE FROZEN
landscape of Yellowstone National Park’s
(YNP) Lamar Valley one recent morning,
wolf watching guide Nathan Varley slows
down and points to several ravens about a

mile off. “There it is,” he says, pulling over to set up his
spotting scope and train it on a recent elk kill, which a few
minutes earlier a colleague had told him was in the vicinity.
For an hour we watch two wolves feeding on the carcass, a
large gray male known to local watchers as “Crooked Ear”
and a smaller black female called “Spitfire.” The naming
fosters anthropomorphizing, admits Varley, but it helps
with identification, as do numbers given to about 20 per-
cent of the park’s wolves that wear radio collars for re-
search purposes. Several other wolf watchers gather along
the road in the bitter cold to view the large carnivores,
clearly visible through high-powered optics. Crowded tour
buses and minivans operated by wildlife-viewing compa-
nies pass by every 15 minutes or so,  returning to Gardiner
from another elk kill farther up the valley. 

Varley, who lives in Gardiner, studied the park’s carni-
vores for several years while earning a doctorate in ecology.
But his primary concern with wolves these days is economic,
not academic. “Every park wolf that steps over the border
into Montana and Wyoming and gets shot is money out of
our pocket,” says the wildlife guide, who is also vice presi-
dent of a local group called Bear Creek Council that tries

D

Montana works to strike a fair
and biologically sound balance 
between having enough of the
large carnivores and having 
too many.  BY TOM DICKSON

SAME ANIMAL, DIFFERENT LENSES Many hunters see the wolf as
competition for elk and deer. Ranchers consider the large carnivore a
threat to livestock. Yet others, like  wolf watchers who crowd Yellowstone
National Park in winter, when viewing conditions are best (right), consider
the large carnivore a natural wonder to be cherished and protected.        
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THE FACTS regarding concerns over Montana’s wolf management

 PRO-WOLF BELIEF:

“Regulated hunting and trapping is 
decimating Montana’s wolf population.”

FACT: Montana’s wolf population is still 

six times greater than the initial federal 

recovery goal of 100—a threshold reached 

in 2001.

6X

 ANTI-WOLF BELIEF:

“Wolves are decimating Montana’s 
elk population.”

FACT: Elk numbers are still at or over popula-

tion objectives in 81% of hunting districts

statewide. Numbers remain strong across

most of the state’s primary wolf range. 
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to increase tolerance for wolves and bison
leaving the park. Varley and his wife run Yel-
lowstone Wolf Tracker wildlife tours, one of
a dozen or so guiding operations sanctioned
by park officials. These kinds of services are
at the heart of a thriving wolf watching
tourism that a University of Montana study
found pumps millions of dollars into counties
surrounding the park each year.

That economic argument is just one used
by wolf advocates critical of growing hunter
and trapper wolf harvests in Montana,
Idaho, and Wyoming. Some are like Varley,
who has no gripe with wolf hunting else-
where but wants a kill-free buffer around
Yellowstone. Others, often from outside the
Rocky Mountain West, want to halt all lethal
action on an animal that was classified as
federally endangered just a few years ago. 

On the flip side are those who demand
that Montana kill more wolves, which they
say harm ranchers’ bottom line and deplete
elk and deer herds. “We’d like the state to
take much more aggressive measures in cer-
tain areas to bring these predator numbers
down to a more tolerable ratio with prey
populations,” says Rob Arnaud, president of
the Montana Outfitters and Guides Associ-
ation. “We’ve got hunting outfitters around
Yellowstone going out of business because
of wolves.” 

Montana Fish, Wildlife & Parks is listening
to all sides. The department’s job is to ensure
there are enough wolves to maintain a healthy

population in Montana, as mandated by its
mission and federal law. At the same time, it
works to limit livestock depredation, maintain
abundant deer and elk, and foster public 
tolerance for wolves. 

It’s a balancing act, and, with impassioned
interests tugging every which way, not an
easy one.  

 Frustration fuels anger
The wolf has long represented conflicting
views of untamed nature. Roman, Norse,
and Celtic mythology celebrated wolves, yet
the carnivores were feared and persecuted
throughout Europe for centuries. Native
American tribes revered wolves as guides to
the spirit world. The United States nearly
eradicated the carnivore with bounties 
and, later, wide-scale federal government
extermination. In Montana alone, “wolfers”
killed 100,000 wolves between the 1860s
and 1920s, primarily with poison.

Public attitudes toward wolves began to
change in the 1970s as part of the growing
environmental movement. Canis lupus,
nearly extinct in the Lower 48, became a
symbol of the nation’s vanishing wildness. In
1995-96, 66 wolves were live-trapped in
Canada and set free in Yellowstone National
Park and the wilderness of central Idaho.
The goal: Restore wolves to a region where
they had almost been eliminated.  Western
states objected but took some comfort know-
ing that management authority, which in-
cludes regulated hunting and trapping, would
revert back to them once the wolf population
reached federal recovery goals. 

In the first decade after the Yellowstone
introduction, the highly prolific carnivores
grew rapidly in number and range. By 2001
the regionwide population count surpassed
the federal goal of 300 in Idaho, Montana,
and Wyoming combined (at least 100 in
each of the three states). By 2007 it reached
at least 1,500—five times the initial target.
Yet as wolf advocates cheered the growth,
stockgrowers were reporting more and
more livestock losses. Hunters in some
areas began seeing fewer deer and elk and
attributed the disappearance to growing
wolf numbers. With the large carnivores
still under federal protection, wolf critics
felt powerless to stem the rapid population
growth. They grew increasingly vocal, hold-
ing rallies, proposing legislation to defy fed-
eral rule, and even threatening  illegal
actions. “Shoot, Shovel, and Shut Up,” read
one popular bumper sticker.

Anti-wolf furor lessened after 2011, when
the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service (USFWS) re-
moved (“delisted”) the Northern Rockies
population from the federally threatened
and endangered species list. Wolves could
now be hunted under carefully regulated
conditions. Still, many wolf opponents com-
plained that too many wolves remained in
areas where hunters were unable to reduce
numbers. Demands grew for the state to kill
pups in dens or, as Alaska and Idaho do, 
employ aerial gunning from helicopters.  

Minimum population exceeds 
federal recovery goal of 100 in 2001.

Tom Dickson is editor of Montana Outdoors.

FED UP Frustrated that wolf numbers 
continued to grow far beyond initial federal 
recovery goals, anti-wolf protesters turned 
up the volume during the early 2000s. 
Wolves were finally delisted in 2011.  

“Every park wolf that steps
over the border into Montana
and Wyoming and gets shot
is money out of our pocket.”

“We’ve got hunting outfitters
around Yellowstone going
out of business because 
of wolves.”
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removal, and other measures. 
Following reports of wolf predation on

the southern Bitterroot Valley’s elk herd, the
department launched a large-scale investi-
gation in 2011. Researchers recently found
that mountain lions are more responsible for
elk population declines there than wolves
are. What’s more, the southern Bitterroot elk
herd is rebounding, likely thanks to favor-
able weather and habitat conditions. 

As for criticism that Montana hasn’t done
enough to control wolf numbers, “FWP
fought for years to restore state management
authority that includes public hunting and
trapping,” says Hagener. Because wolves are
wary and difficult to hunt or trap, FWP has
supported liberalized regulations that now 
include a six-month season, electronic calls,
and a wolf limit of five (a number that very
few hunters or trappers actually take). 

Montana is working to pare down the pop-
ulation of 600-plus wolves living here. But
the state will not drive numbers low enough
to trigger federal re-listing under the Endan-
gered Species Act (ESA). “We can keep the
ESA at bay only if we continue to show we
have adequate regulatory mechanisms in
place and are not advocating wholesale wolf
slaughter,” says McDonald.

In support of wolves, Montana’s wolf
conservation plan—the document that

guides its wolf management—recognizes
that many people value wolves, the large
carnivores play an important ecological role,
and the population must remain gen etically
connected to those in other states and
Canada if it is to survive over time. FWP op-
poses poison, aerial gunning, and proposed
legislation classifying wolves as predators
that can be shot on sight. The department
has created special hunting zones around
YNP and Glacier National Park that reduce
the chances that a park research wolf will be
killed, and it urges hunters not to shoot
radio-collared wolves.

FWP has also committed to keeping the
population well above what the USFWS
originally deemed sufficient for recovery. 

Despite protests from wolf advocates,
Montana will continue to allow hunters and
trappers to kill wolves. That was part of the
recovery agreement. Paradoxically, it’s also

in the wolf ’s best long-term interests.
“As hard as it might be for some people to

believe, allowing Montanans to hunt wolves
actually builds tolerance for wolves,” says
Hagener. He points out that overall anti-wolf
anger in Montana, though still strong in some
circles, has eased considerably since hunting
and trapping seasons began in 2011. “As long
as we can manage wolf numbers at what most
Montanans consider an acceptable level, peo-
ple here will accept having a certain amount
of wolves on the landscape along with some
loss of livestock and prey animals.”

But without regulated harvest, Hagener
says, “there’d be much more pressure to treat
wolves like varmints that could be shot any-
time, year round.” Such relentless mortality
would drive down Montana’s overall wolf
population. And it would prevent Yellowstone
wolves from moving freely across the region
to breed with counterparts in Idaho and
northern Montana, threatening that popula-
tion’s genetic health and future survival.

Most people, including Montanans, want
wolves to exist in the Northern Rockies. But
how many, and where? It should come as no
surprise that what is considered “enough”
differs widely between those trying to live
their lives on a landscape where wolves live,
too, and those watching the drama play out
from hundreds of miles away. 

Such radical proposals alarmed wolf ad-
vocates. With the species no longer under
federal protection but instead subject to
state control, they responded by ramping up
their rhetoric and protests, just as wolf crit-
ics had a few years before. Public comments
to FWP skyrocketed, from 500 on the first
proposed wolf hunting season to more than
25,000 on the most recent. Most were coor-
dinated e-mail “blasts” coming from outside
Montana that denounced all wolf hunting. 

 Outrage over killings
Much of the outcry from wolf advocates
concerns the Yellowstone park wolves. 
Extensive coverage by the BBC, National
Geographic, The New York Times, and other
global media have detailed the carnivores’
complex social interactions since reintro-
duction. Fans throughout the world track
the Junction Butte, Blacktail, and other
packs on blog posts and Facebook pages
maintained by watchers who cruise the
park’s roads year round. Devotees can see
where Tall Gray was spotted last week or
learn how 686F is faring in Mollie’s Pack, as
though the wolves were characters in a re-
ality TV show. Little wonder the Internet lit
up this past August after a collared YNP
wolf (820F) that had become habituated to
humans was killed in Gardiner. “People be-
come attached to these wolves that then
leave the park and are shot. They get out-
raged,” says Varley. 

Yellowstone’s wolf population has de-
clined in recent years, not due to outside-
the-park hunting, as some suggest, but
mainly from a shrinking elk population. (All
hunting is banned within the borders of 
national parks.) In the late 1980s and early
’90s, the northern Yellowstone elk herd was
one of the nation’s largest. Reintroduced to
this prey-rich environment, wolves grew
from 41 in 1997 to a peak of 174 in 2003. As
park biologists predicted, once elk numbers
dropped (due to predation, weather, and

liberal elk hunting seasons outside the park)
so did the wolf population, which now num-
bers 86. Hunters have legally killed wolves
that wander out of Yellowstone, but far
more of the animals have died from wolf-
on-wolf attacks, starvation, and disease.
Mange alone has killed dozens. 

Though the park’s wolf decline under-
standably concerns watchers and guides, “the
Yellowstone introduction was not designed to
create wolf viewing opportunities or busi-
nesses,” says Ken McDonald, head of the
FWP Wildlife Division. “It was meant as the

base for expansion far beyond the park’s
perimeter. Park visitors focus on individual
animals, but here in Montana our responsibil-
ity is to manage wolves at a population level.”

Wolf numbers in Montana and elsewhere
in the Northern Rockies are robust, making
the park’s packs less significant to the regional
population than their popularity would indi-
cate, says McDonald. Today just over 5 per-
cent of the 1,600-plus wolves in the Northern
Rockies reside in Yellowstone. The species is
thriving across the West and Midwest, despite
recent claims by the Sierra Club that hunting
“has driven the gray wolf nearly to extinction.”
According to the U.S. Fish & Wild life Service,
the Lower 48’s wolf population has grown by
50 percent over the past decade to 5,360. 

Outlandish claims show up on both sides
of the issue. Some wolf critics still insist the
carnivores are “wiping out” most of western
Montana’s elk populations. True, numbers
are considerably down in some areas that
have especially high wolf densities, notably
the upper Gallatin, Blackfoot Valley, and Gar-
diner areas. But elk numbers remain at or
above “population objectives” (what the
habitat base and landowners will tolerate) in
81 percent of the state’s hunting districts. 

 Addressing reasonable concerns
Exaggerations aside, most apprehension
over wolves is well within reason: A Dillon
rancher needs to protect his sheep; a Mis-
soula hunter wants to see elk next Novem-
ber; a Bozeman naturalist desires to live in a
state with a healthy wolf population; a
Florida tourist hopes her favorite Yellow-
stone wolf stays free from harm. “We take
all reasonable concerns about wolves seri-
ously,” says Jeff Hagener, FWP director. 

The department notes that livestock
losses declined last year thanks to higher
hunting and trapping harvest. Also credited
are ranchers working with the department’s
six wolf specialists to protect sheep and 
cattle using fence flagging (fladry), carcass 
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Today just over 
five percent of the 
1,600 or more

wolves in the Northern Rockies
reside in Yellowstone.

“As hard as it might be for 
some people to believe, allowing

Montanans to hunt wolves 
actually builds tolerance 

for wolves”

HISTORICAL
PERCEPTIONS

OF WOLVES In Roman mythology, the twins 
Romulus and Remus, raised by a
she-wolf, found the city of Rome.

For centuries Europeans feared 
wolves. “Wolves Chasing Sleigh”
was a popular subject for painters.

In fables and cartoons, the Big, Bad
Wolf uses cunning and deceit to trick
Little Red Riding Hood, the մեree 
Little Pigs, and other innocents. 

President T.R. Roosevelt declared the wolf 
a “beast of waste and destruction” as the 
U.S. embarked on systematic eradication.

Modern fans embrace the wolf 
as intelligent, sensitive beings 
restored to their rightful place.

EATING OR STEALING? մեere’s no argument
that wolves kill prey animals and livestock to
survive. Where tempers flare is over how
much, if any, of that predation is reasonable. 

Montana’s wolf hunting
season now lasts six
months. Hunters and

trappers may (though rarely
do) take up to five wolves each. 
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or most of the 35 seasons that Mike
Harmon has been hunting elk in the
Taylor Fork, a drainage of the upper

Gallatin Valley near Yellowstone National
Park’s northwestern corner, he was confi-
dent that all five or six members of his hunt-
ing party would fill their tags. “We’d hunt
hard, but eventually every one of us would
get a bull,” says Harmon, who lives near
Three Forks. 

That long string of success began to un-
ravel in the late 1990s and early 2000s.
Though the group continued to kill an occa-
sional cow elk or spike bull, the days when
everyone in the party would head home with
a mature bull were long gone. “We started

to go days without cutting a track,” Har-
mon says. “It got kind of eerie.”

Harmon and his hunting
buddies are not alone.

Each year across Montana’s elk range, more
hunters are reporting fewer elk on state and
federal lands, especially national forests.
Yet when FWP biologists conduct winter
aerial counts of elk, they see as many, in
most areas, than ever.  In fact, populations
are over “objective”—the number that biol-
ogists believe the habitat will support and
landowners will tolerate—in 50 percent of
elk hunting districts. 

The striking disparity between what
hunters see while hunting public land and the
actual number of elk in their hunting district
raises questions that strike at the heart of
Montana big game hunting and manage-
ment: Where are those elk going? Why? And
is there any way to get them back? 

Private Land Magnet
For several years Julie Cunningham, FWP
wildlife biologist in Bozeman, had been hear-
ing from hunters who could no longer find elk

in the Taylor Fork, a nationally known

hunting area that historically held 1,600 elk
during fall and early winter. She set out to
learn when and to where the animals were
moving, and how that compared to previous
decades. Cunningham and senior research
biologist Ken Hamlin, now retired, compared
elk locations of the Madison Range herd doc-
umented by FWP biologists from 1976
through 1986 to locations documented in
2005-06 by FWP crews and a Montana State
University graduate student. During both 
periods, elk summered high in mountain
meadows of the Madison Range (the Upper
Gallatin) and stayed there through August
(see maps on page 37). As is common with
elk, cooler weather in fall pushed some of the
animals downhill—in this case west into the
Madison Valley. But in the 1970s and ’80s,
many elk still remained in the high timber,
and when rifle season opened in late October,
the animals were accessible to hunters in the
Gallatin and Beaverhead-Deerlodge National
Forests. Those elk did not move to winter
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Where Are
All the Elk?

FWP researchers found
them. Now they’re trying 
to figure out how to get
the animals back onto
public land. By Tom Dickson

FWP PRIORITY 

F

DISAPPEARING ACT  Hunters report see-
ing fewer elk on national forests. Yet FWP
winter surveys show as many or more elk 
in most hunting districts than ever. In re-
cent years researchers have been following
the “missing” elk to see where they go. PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY LUKE DURAN/MONTANA OUTDOORS
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range until cold weather set in, often as late
as December or January.

By 2005-06, all that had changed. 
Cunningham and Hamlin found that by
mid-October, just before the rifle opener,
more than half the elk had already moved
down to the Madison Valley. There they set-
tled on a growing number of private ranches
off-limits to public hunting or on national
forest tracts behind the ranches, miles from
public roads and access. By November—
during the heart of the hunting season—al-
most every elk had vanished from the Upper
Gallatin. “No wonder hunters in the Taylor
Fork weren’t seeing elk,” says Cunningham.
“They’d been down in the valley for weeks.”

What Cunningham documented has also
occurred across other western Montana na-
tional forests, says Eric Tomasik, regional
wildlife program leader for the U.S. Forest
Service Northern Region in Missoula. “His-
torically, you’d likely see elk [on national
forests], at least if you were willing to hike a
bit,” he says. “Now in many areas you might
not see any. Then you get up on a ridge and
look down in the valley and glass an entire

herd on private land. It’s frustrating.”
And not just for hunters. “Without the tool

of public hunting, we as an agency can’t meet
our legal responsibilities of managing Mon-
tana’s elk herds in the public trust,” says Ken
McDonald, head of the FWP Wildlife Divi-
sion. “What that means for many livestock
operations is more depredation problems,
and for public hunters less access to big game.
It’s become one of the biggest wild life man-
agement problems in Montana.”  

The Main Driver
What changes over the past two decades
have caused the new elk behavior? Possible
reasons, say wildlife officials, are more irri-
gated bottomland attracting elk, greater
hunting pressure on public land, wolves and
other large carnivores more abundant in the

mountains than the valleys, and less grass
and other forage in forests due to fire sup-
pression and logging curtailment.  “But the
main driver seems to be the massive change
in land ownership starting in the mid-
1990s,” Cunningham says. “It went from
working ranches that usually allowed public
hunting to ‘amenity’ ranches owned by peo-
ple who did not want public hunting. It’s not
surprising that elk have figured out that the
best place to spend the hunting season is
where hunters are not allowed.”

To find out if the elk movement docu-
mented in the Madison is taking place else-
where in Montana’s elk range—and, if so,
what contributes to that behavior—FWP
conducted several elk movement studies.
For one project, led by Bozeman-based FWP
research scientist Kelly Proffitt, researchers
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LEARNING TO AVOID HUNTERS Above: մեe maps show, in brown, general elk locations in August and November during various study years from 1976 
to 1986. մեe locations show elk summering in the Beaverhead and Gallatin National Forests. By start of the firearms elk season in November, most of the elk
were still on the national forests, accessible to public hunting. Below: մեe maps show, in purple, general elk locations in August and November in 2005 and
2006. Elk continue to summer in the national forests, as was the case 20 to 30 years before. մեe big change comes in November. Now elk have moved almost
completely out of the national forests and congregated on the Sun Ranch and other private land generally off-limits to public hunting. “Elk aren’t stupid,” says
one Forest Service biologist. “մեey go where it’s safe and there’s lots of food. մեese days that means private bottomlands that are closed to public hunting.” 

BAD MIX In addition to grazing pasture 
and eating haystacks, elk in some areas
pose a brucellosis risk to livestock during
spring calving season when the animals may
mingle. Private land closed to hunting allows
elk to settle into bottomlands, increasing
opportunities for transmitting disease. 

Tom Dickson is editor of Montana Outdoors.
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“It’s basically a risk analysis by elk. They
generally prefer to go down to private land
with limited hunting access rather than stay
in forests where vegetation may be more
sparse and hunting pressure is greater.”
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elk population,” Tomasik says. The dense for-
est far from roads allowed biologists to pro-
vide liberal seasons with no bull harvest
restrictions, giving hunters abundant oppor-
tunity while ensuring bulls weren’t overhar-
vested. That approach, it now turns out, may
be insufficient. “In addition to maintaining

hiding cover and security to hold elk during
hunting seasons, we may need to create more
forage that will entice elk, especially cows, to
stay on national forests earlier in the year,”
Tomasik says. 

In other words, retain the thick, remote
habitats but also produce grass to lure elk
away from irrigated bottomland.

Another way wildlife managers can
move elk to more desirable locations is by
adjusting hunting seasons and regulations.
“An option might be to temporarily decrease
the number of cow tags in some national
forest hunting districts,” says Gude. “That
way you would have less hunting pressure
up there for a few years and elk would get
used to not being bothered.” That would re-
quire hunt ers to give up some current op-
portunities, says Gude, “but it might be
worth the trade-off in producing more ac-
cessible elk in the future.”

According to McDonald, FWP could also
stagger season dates to create random
pulses of hunting pressure that keep elk
moving—hopefully from private land to pub-
lic. Or, as it already does in some areas, the
department could limit cow hunting to 
private bottomlands only, making nearby
national forests safer for antlerless elk. “For
this to work, regulations have to be cus-
tomized for each area in cooperation with
local landowners and hunters, as has been

the case in recent years in the Madison, 
Missouri Breaks, Bitterroot, and Devil’s
Kitchen areas,” says McDonald. “A one-size-
fits-all approach won’t fly because too many
different factors are at work.”  

Socializing, as much as science, may be
part of the solution. FWP, hunting groups,
and local communities will need to meet
with landowners who limit or prohibit access
in hunting districts where elk have aban-
doned public forests. They’ll have to find out
what property owners want in exchange for
opening their gates—such as, for nonresident
landowners, tags, permits, and licenses to be
more accessible. And they’ll need to make a
more compelling case than just “it’s the pub-
lic’s wildlife” for why more hunters should
be allowed on closed properties. 

For Mike Harmon, the Taylor Fork
hunter, the new elk movement patterns
make sense. “Back 150 years ago, elk were
in the valleys and we drove them up into the
mountains,” he says. “Now they’re coming
back down again to where they used to be.”
Forest and wildlife managers say that more
hunters will need to understand why elk
aren’t where they once were, what can be
done to change that, and how elk manage-
ment in Montana has been transformed.
“Many people still don’t comprehend how
radically things have changed from 20 or
30 years ago, when FWP was trying to in-
crease herd size,” says McDonald. “Now
Montana has surpassed elk population 
objectives in much of the state, and we
need to reduce numbers.”

McDonald acknowledges that the concept
of “too many elk” doesn’t register with
hunters seeing fewer cows and bulls every
fall. “But in most cases, the elk are definitely
still in the hunting district,” he says. “The
problem is that too many are now on private
land beyond the reach of hunters. That’s the
problem we’re trying to solve.” 

To participate in a community group working on
local elk management, contact your local FWP
wildlife biologist. To comment on the elk habitat
component of management plans in a national
forest where you hunt, call the supervisor’s office
and ask if planning is under way and how you
can be involved. Participation can range from
emailing comments to taking part in meetings
and discussions. 
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captured and radio collared 45 cow elk in the
western Paradise Valley and followed 49
cow elk previously collared in the Madison
Range. Researchers tracked the animals,
recording 190,000 separate locations and
documenting factors that might cause them
to move or stay put. Factors included the
ratio of public to private land, human hunt-
ing pressure, presence of motorized vehi-
cles, wolf densities, and the amount of forest
hiding cover (200-acre parcels of high-
elevation timber at least a mile from roads,
where elk can escape hunting pressure). 

One surprising new finding was that elk
were less likely to use hiding cover in 
national forests than previously believed, un-
less it was far from motorized vehicle traffic.
“It’s basically a risk analysis by elk,” says Prof-
fitt. “They generally prefer to go down to pri-
vate land with limited hunting access and
longer growing seasons rather than stay in
forests, where vegetation may be more sparse
and hunting pressure by humans is much
greater, even if there’s hiding cover up there.” 

Compounding the problem is that “elk
may be spending more time down on private
land may lose their migratory habits and not
pass that knowledge on to their young,” says
Proffitt. Meanwhile, elk that retain the trav-

eling urge are more vulnerable once hunting
season comes around. “These days it’s
mainly migratory elk being harvested, since
those are the ones more accessible to
hunters,” says Proffitt.  

After analyzing data from the study,
Proffitt devised a way to estimate where elk
will be in November in each hunting district,
based on factors such as the percentage of
national forest land or the level of hunting
pressure. Says Justin Gude, head of FWP
wildlife research, “Now our biologists can
recommend regulations aimed at distribut-
ing elk where they want them to be, while
the Forest Service can use the information
to adjust their forest plans.” 

Possible Solutions
Another part of Proffitt’s study, as well as
others ongoing in the northern Sapphires

and Missouri Breaks, aims to identify  how
various management activities influence the
number of elk on public land and available
to hunters. “For instance, do nutritional dif-
ferences on public versus private land drive
these changes [in elk movement]?” she says.
“Can we manipulate habitat on public land—
maybe with prescribed burns or aspen 
regeneration or targeted timber harvest that
opens areas to sunlight—especially for late
summer and early fall, when cows need to
put on fat for their next pregnancy?”

Research by Proffitt and others is causing
forest managers to rethink elk management
policy, says Tomasik. In the past, national 
forest elk management plans focused on 
creating hiding cover for elk and security
from hunters using motorized vehicles during
the hunting season. “That made sense back
when FWP was trying to grow the statewide

If ranchers don’t want elk on their property—because the animals
eat hay and forage meant for livestock and, in some areas during
spring calving season, can increase risk of disease to cattle—then why
don’t they open their land to public hunting?

For the most part, those landowners do. 
When it comes to elk and elk hunting, there are two basic cate-

gories of landowners. A growing number have bought ranches then
reduced or discontinued the cattle operation. մեey enjoy having lots
of elk on their land—either to see the animals or sell exclusive hunting
access, mainly for trophy bulls, via outfitters. մեe more elk, the better. 

That’s not the case for nearby working ranchers who are losing
hay and grass to overabundant elk in the valley. Because they want
elk numbers trimmed, many of these landowners open their prop-
erty to public hunting. 

մեe problem is, elk are highly mobile. When rancher Johnson 
allows hunting in November on his working cattle ranch, the animals
simply move next door to landowner Wilson’s property, which is off-
limits to hunting. մեe animals hang out there all hunting season, not

harming Wilson’s bottom line be-
cause Wilson runs no cattle. մեen
in December, aer the season
closes, elk jump the fence and
eat Johnson’s haystacks and
graze his pasture. And if they
stick around during calving, in
some parts of Montana they can
increase the risk of brucellosis
transmission to cattle. 

“What it can get down to is
landowners who don’t allow pub-
lic access doing actual harm to
their neighbors’ financial situa-
tion,” says Ken McDonald, head
of the FWP Wildlife Division. “It’s an issue that needs to be resolved
between landowners as much as it is an issue between our depart-
ment and landowners.” n

Landowner versus landowner

HERE THEY COME Aer the hunting season ends
in late November, elk that found refuge on private
land off-limits to hunting head to neighboring
ranches to eat hay and forage meant for livestock. 

NO LONGER ENOUGH?  Since the 1980s, 
national forest managers have created 
200-acre blocks of hiding cover where bull
elk could escape hunting pressure. As elk 
increasingly abandon forests for the safety
of private bottomlands, managers may 
need to also find other ways to lure—or 
push—elk back to the mountains.

Socializing, as much as science, may be part
of the solution. FWP, hunting groups, and 
others will need to meet with landowners 
who limit elk hunting and find out what they
want in exchange for opening their gates. 
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